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Ransburg No.2 Deuce
Electrostatic Process

Hand Spray Gun

$18,943.76
INCL. GST

Product Images
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Short Description

Ransburg No.2 Deuce Electrostatic Hand Spray Gun is ideal for workshop and on-site electrostatic spray
applications using quick dry enamel and 2K materials. 95% or greater transfer efficiency almost eliminates
over spray.
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Description

Ransburg No.2 Deuce Electrostatic Hand Spray Gun is ideal for workshop and on-site electrostatic spray
applications using quick dry enamel and 2K materials. 95% or greater transfer efficiency almost eliminates
over spray. 

The Ransburg No.2 Electrostatic Spray Gun is ideal for coating wrought iron work, balustrades, hand rails and
pipes. The unique spinning bell design will coat most objects with 100% paint wrap at transfer efficiency rate
over 95%, in many cases it will produce almost no overspray. 

For best results use 2K material, any Industrial Based 2K Paint will work (usually 4:1 Ratio Mix). Industrial
enamel paints can also be used but you will need to use electrostatic thinners to increase the conductivity of
the paint. 

Thinning of the paint material is crucial in order for the correct atomisation, even paints such as Dulux
Durebild STE and WeatherMax which are very thick can be thinned and sprayed through these units. Paint
materials such as etch-primer and metallic will not work through a Ransburg No.2 Gun. 

Fluid pressure from the paint pressure pot needs to be carefully adjusted, we recommend using an air
compressor that has a filter regulator to reduce water and maintain even air pressure to the pot. The gun
requires no air to operate, just an air supply for your pressure pot.  

Other items required to use this package – 

5-12CFM Air Compressor with Air Regulator 

10-15m Air Hose 

10 Litre Paint Pressure Pot 

The Ransburg No.2 Electrostatic Gun can be used with three different bell sizes 

70mm (2 3/4") bell = 90ml/min
100mm (4") bell = 120ml/min  (standard size with unit)
150mm (62) bell = 180ml/min 

The Ransburg No.2 Electrostatic Spray Gun requires 240 Volt power for the control box and we DO NOT
recommend to run this unit from a generator as this will void your warranty if the electronics are damaged.

 Ideal for on-site use as the air consumption is low and can be supplied by a portable air compressor with a
filter/regulator fitted. 

The Ransburg No.2 Electrostatic Spray Gun is very simple to operate but practice is required to thin the paint
material correctly, basic spraying and paint knowledge is must but we do supply training which includes set-
up, operation and clean up here at our workshop test spray booth located in Regents Park Sydney.

Training is provided free of charge when purchased from AA Spray. 

Ransburg No.2 Electrostatic Gun Features – 

“Pure” electrostatic atomisation - highest transfer efficiency
Tried and tested technology
Almost no overspray
90KV sprays most types of paints and fluids
“Mobile” outfits available
3 bell sizes for all industrial applications
Air turbine bell rotation
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The Ransburg No.2® electrostatic hand spray gun provides exceptionally fine atomization and almost 100 %
paint transfer efficiency.

High transfer efficiency, environmental friendliness, and high quality finishes are the main features of the
Ransburg No.2® electrostatic spray gun.  The spray gun uses an air driven rotating spray bell to atomise the
paint which produces an ultra fine “pure” electrostatic atomization.

This process produces unsurpassed paint savings. The Ransburg No.2®  electrostatic spray gun is the
ideal tool for economic spray painting, especially suited for intricate metallic parts.

Typical applications
Wrought Iron and metal products
Fences, Gates, Railings and many other Intricate metal parts etc.
“On-site” Office Furniture refurbishment
Wire and screen products
Security doors, fixtures and fittings
Government maintenance departments
Recreational park fences and play area’s..

 

Click here to see the full range of Ransburg No.2 Electrostatic Spare Parts

 

AA Spray stock a full range of Ransburg electrostatic spray guns, spare parts and we are one of the few
Authorised Ransburg Service Repair Agents in Australia.
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Additional Information

Brands Ransburg
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